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Overview: 

The following is the Executive Summary for the Tribute Communities Centre which will briefly 
recap 2020 to date, and highlight the 2021 forecasts. After the first two months of 2020, the 
facility was off to a strong start resulting in being $80,000 positive to budget by the end of 
February. To that point, the venue had hosted 15 Oshawa Generals games and successful 
events such as the Leaf's vs Canadian's Alumni Game, Brantley Gilbert, and We Wilt Rock You. 
On March 12th, the Tribute Communities Centre ceased all programing and closed its doors in 
response to the COVJD-19 pandemic outbreak. During the shut down, Spectra staff developed 
comprehensive task lists and remained engaged performing these task and numerous duties, 
completing extensive repairs and maintenance throughout the facility, and forming a TCC 
Reopening Committee which created a comprehensive pandemic response and reopening 
document. Under strict health and safety guidelines, and operational protocols, the Tribute 
Communities Centre finally reopened to the public on August 4th for instructional ice programing. 
At the time of this report, ice programing remains robust averaging 16-20 hours of usage per 
day and generating on average $95,000 per month in ice revenue. Currently, it remains truly 
uncertain as to when both OHL hockey and live events will return; although the OHL has 
announced that they are targeting a tentative return to play date of February 4th • 

Primary Tenants: 

If the OHL resumes operation, the current Return to Play Plan includes a 20 home game 
season which would extend to May 8111 • Playoffs would then begin May 11th with the top 4 teams 
of each conference playing 3 rounds culminating with a league champion being crowned no 
later than June 14th• The Memorial Cup is tentatively scheduled to be hosted by either Oshawa 
or Sault Ste Marie and would occur June 17th -27th• At this time, it is highly unlikely that games 
will occur with fans in the stands. This condition could change if pandemic conditions 
significantly improve, and it is deemed safe to do so by local and provincial health authorities. 

Facility Maintenance: 

Ongoing regular facility maintenance was significantly enhanced in 2020 due to the COVID 
prompted shutdown. With the venue in lockdown, operations staff and service providers were 
able to complete numerous tasks uninterrupted which has left the facility in remarkable 
condition. 
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Capital Investments: 

Capital investments are made annually to address an aging facility to ensure that it is 
esthetically pleasing and mechanically sound to ensure that this valuable community asset is 
care for and, in a position, to serve the community for many years to come. 

Below are the projects completed via the Capital Plan for 2020: 

► Annual $20,000 contribution to fleet reserve 
► Purchase of a new Ice Resurfacer 
► Annual payment towards New LED Lights 
► Annual payment towards New Sound System 
► Annuat payment towards Point of Sale System Purchase 
► Annual Payment and purchases towards IT, Servers and Telecommunications 
► Purchase of new Food and Beverage Equipment 
► Purchase of new Refrigeration Software and Control Hub 
► Purchase of Accessible Ramp 
► Upgrading to bring to code - Emergency Generator 
► Installation of back up V Mix Controller for Video Boards 
► Development of new website to latest AODA requirements 
► Treatment of Dressing Room Shower Troughs 
► Installation of Fibre Internet Trunk 

Major Capital Investments targeted for 2021: 

► Annual $20,000 contribution to fleet reserve 
► $110,000 committed towards 2021 Memorial Cup upgrades/fit out 
► Annual payment towards New LED Lights 
► Annual payment towards New Sound System 
► Annual payment towards Point of Sale System Purchase 
► Annual Payment and purchases towards IT, Servers and Telecommunications 
► Purchase of Spectator Seating Parts 
,- Replacement of Suites Carpets 
► New Network Switches for IT Infrastructure 

2021 Budget Objectives and Assumptions: 

The 2021 Tribute Communities Centre operating budget was challenging given COVID-19 
current conditions and future uncertainty with the OHL season, Memorial Cup and all live 
events. The following assumptions were considered when developing the 2021 operating 
budget 

► Although at this time the OHL has identified a February 4th return to play date the budget 
was developed under the assumption that pandemic conditions will not improve 
sufficiently enough to allow a season to proceed. This assumption is compounded by the 
additional assumption that the province will not be in a position to provide the 
league/team ownership with financial aid to mitigate a fan less season which would 
further put the season at risk. 



► The assumption that there will be no OHL regular season therefore would negate 
hosting of a Memorial Cup in 2021. 

► Seventeen (17) regular season Oshawa Generals games are budgeted to start the 
2021/2022 season under normal circumstances. 

► Suites Revenue has been reduced to reflect no OHL hockey or concert occurring until 
September. 

► Sponsorship revenue is reduced by half of annual amounts to reflect the loss of the first 
six months of OHL hockey and concert events. 

► No concerts or OHL hockey are budgeted to occur until September 2021. 
► Other events occurring beginning with Spring Home and Garden Show in March 2021 

and convocations in June. 
► Ice rentals will continue at maximum capacity with a modified Durham Central Adult 

Hockey League contemplated to start with summer league in April and full winter league 
in September 2021 . 

► Strategic furlough of non essential staff for 6 months. 
► All expense lines adjusted accordingly and/or to account for less content/activity. 

Executive Summary: 

These are trying and unprecedented times which have had, and continue to have, a profound 
impact on the Tribute Communities Centre operating budget. Perhaps no area has been 
impacted more significantly than that of the sports and entertainment industry who rely on cross 
boarder travel and large gatherings. The greatest challenges faced when developing the 2021 
operating budget is the level of uncertainty in projecting the future course, timeline, and impact 
of the pandemic. 

Of particular concern are the following questions: 

► When will society be in a position to resume life without physical distancing restrictions? 
► Until that time comes, what capacities and/or restrictions will be in place and will the 

venue, the OHL and live and/or community events be able to operate under those 
conditions? 

► How long will it take for the entertainment world to bounce back and resume full 
operation? 

► How will the pandemic affect consumer confidence to return to large gathering events 
when they do resume? 

► How will the pandemic's financial impact affect consumer spending in relation to 
attending ticketed events? 

► How will the pandemics financial impact affect our main stakeholders such as the OHL 
and our tenant team, the many promoters and artists we work with, title sponsors, 
marketing partners, and suite holders? 

With all these concerns in mind, it was only prudent to develop a budget which takes a 
somewhat "plan for the worst; hope for the best" approach. It is hoped that a vaccine for 
COVID-19 is made readily available early to mid 2021 so that activity may resume close to or at 
full capacity by the fall. Over the years, Spectra has worked extremely hard to establish the 



Tribute Communities Centre as one of Ontario's premier sports and entertainment venues to 
provide a first-class home for the Oshawa Generals, and to establish Oshawa as a desired 
destination for live entertainment and major sporting events. 

I would be remiss if I did not recognize the unbel ievable support that my staff and I have 
received from the City of Oshawa during not only these trying times; but on an ongoing basis. 
Council and staff have been empowering, supportive and understanding and we are truly 
blessed to have such remarkable partners to work along side of. We look forward to weathering 
this COVID sto7 gether and getting back on course as soon as possible. 

Si ereJy, 1/ 

mceVella 
General Manager 
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